**Single gate Arrangement**

- Standard Heights: 4', 5', 6'
- Latch Clearance: ⅛" (Latch Clearance)
- Hinge Clearance: ⅛" (Hinge Clearance)
- Ameristar Standard Leaf Widths
- 1" x 1-1/8" FORERUNNER™ Rail
  - (See Cross-Section on Panel Drawing)
- 1⅛" Sq. x .125" Gate Upright
- .590" Sq. x .050" Wall Picket
- Self Closing adjustable tension hinges
- 21" Min. Footing depth
- 3⅜" TYPICAL

**NOTES:**

1. See Ameristar gate table for standard out to out. Custom gate openings available for special out to out/leaf widths.
2. Additional styles of gate hardware are available on request.
3. Concrete footing available in 21" or 33" depths.

**Double gate Arrangement**

- Standard Heights: 4', 5', 6'
- Latch Clearance: ⅛" (Latch Clearance)
- Hinge Clearance: ⅛" (Hinge Clearance)
- Ameristar Standard Leaf Widths
- 1" x 1-1/8" FORERUNNER™ Rail
  - (See Cross-Section on Panel Drawing)
- 1⅛" Sq. x .125" Gate Upright
- .590" Sq. x .050" Wall Picket
- Self Closing adjustable tension hinges
- 2" Nom.
- 3⅜" TYPICAL

Values shown are nominal and not to be used for installation purposes. See product specification for installation requirements.